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Joe ummm did I do this?  its been a long two weeksTo:	Chetcc:	Doug From:	Joseph Freeman/ARRB   

Date:	06/11/97 11:47:10 AMSubject:	updated "Lesar/WC Sept. 18, 1964" memoOnly  if it's not too much 

trouble, could you e-mail (unless Jeremy advises you otherwise) me my WC-Specter memo.  It's  a long one 

and unfortunately I don't have the file or document ID # here in Phoenix.  Doug used to have a hardcopy of the 

memo in his files, however, which he should be able to locate easily and you could get the file and document 

ID information from that.  Thanks.  This is non-urgent and, if at all troublesome, can be blown off 

completely.To:	Jeremycc:	Chet From:	Joseph Freeman/ARRB   Date:	06/10/97 04:17:18 

PMSubject:	updated "Lesar/WC Sept. 18, 1964" memoAn electronic version of the updated memo is 

attached.  I'll print out a hard-copy, sign it and forward it via the U.S. Postal Service.  Since Dave is now trying 

to find Jeffrey Warren, you may want to ask him to try again on Julia Eide (WC staffer who had authority to 

sign for transcripts and who was personally involved in dictating McCloy compromise language to Russell 

staffer over the phone).Did you ask President Ford about whether he'd ever seen autopsy photos/X-rays?  If 

so, what did he say?Also (though this is a very small item), I think the Ford desk diary entry regarding having 

seen a film of the assassination in January (and President Ford's recollection that this entry refers to the Z-film) 

is probably worthy of inclusion in my old WC/Specter chronology memo.  Unless you object, I may ask Chet to 

e-mail the memo to me so I can make the addition.  
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